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If you have any questions or need further information please do not hesitate 
to contact us. Our experienced engineers provide comprehensive advice, 
from the planning through to the monitoring of your finished system. 

 HIKRA® Solar Cables

 HISbox® AC Combiner

 HISbox® DC Combiner

 HISbox® Monitoring

 HISkon® Cable Assembly

 HISconnect® PV Connectors



 HIKRA® Solar Cables
Boost the yield of your system with low-loss and long-lasting HIKRA® Solar Cables. We are happy 
to help you select a cable that meets your requirements. From the cost-effective standard cable 
all the way to the premium cable with its 25-year warranty.

  HIKRA® PRO – standard cable
  HIKRA® PLUS – direct burial
  HIKRA® S – premium cable

Special Cables
  Potential equalization cables
  Data cables
  Underground cables (NAYY/NYY)
  Medium voltage cables

 HISconnect® Plug Connectors
HIS will help you select the right plug connector systems and supplies connectors from all the 
major manufacturers.

 HISkon® Cable Assembly
Minimize the amount of installation work and unnecessary cable cutting with customized ready-to-
plug cables for your system. You will always have the optimum cable fitted the correct connector 
in accordance with the manufacturer´s certification, VDE, TÜV and/or UL.

  Endless chains
  Extensions
  String diodes
  Inline fuses

  Assembly sets
  Pre-assembled potential 

    equalization cable
  Pre-assembled data cable
  Battery cable

 HISbox® Stringboxes
Maximize your system´s security and profitability with DC/AC String Boxes from HIS. Thanks 
to efficient and logical switches as well as optimum protection against power surges, lightning 
strikes and leakage currents, our customized HIS String Boxes guarantee seamless performance 
monitoring and alarm functions for a rapid response capability.

 Tools & Accessories
High-quality workmanship of all components is a prerequisite for the safe 
and efficient operation of your PV system. With the modular HIS tool 
system consisting of a crimping pliers, crimp insert and locator, you are 
well equipped for virtually all standard plug connector systems.

  Crimp tools         Accessories         Cable conduits         Cable glands 

HISbox® DC Combiner HISbox® AC Combiner

HISbox® Monitoring

Simple, reliable and cost-effective: 
HISkon® Cable Assembly

CuSToMeR-SPeCIfIC SoLuTIoNS

HISbox® Monitoring

  HISbox® DC Combiner
  HISbox® Monitoring
  HISbox® AC Combiner

  HISbox® Overvoltage protection 
  for communication
  Fire protection

  Isolation switches DC/AC
  Grid and plant protection
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